(CV552)
Senior Recruitment Consultant - West End - £30000-40000 + uncapped commission
Senior Recruitment Consultant required to recruit senior level placements within Luxury Hotels/International.
This is a great role for someone who wants to work on retained international roles. You would be recruiting
management level placements and above into the finest hotels around the world, your client visits would be to see
how the top ten best hotels in the world work.

The company London based executive search firm with a global reach
Established in 2014-part of a privately owned recruitment business
Specialise in the luxury hotel and hospitality industry
Experts and market leaders in their field
Clients in Europe, Africa, Asia, the Middle East & the Americas
Sectors include exclusive hotels & resorts, award winning restaurant operations
9-5.30pm hours
Their staff are committed, passionate, and knowledgeable who pride themselves on their integrity

The role Placing all senior roles into the Luxury Hotel market
Average fee £12k
Working on a retained basis-they have a unique offering that works for this market
Hot clients and roles to work on from day one
Researchers that shortlist for you
Working with an inspiring leader who is a high biller
Commission monthly and uncapped
International travel to meet clients and candidates

You will need Permanent recruitment experience
To be excited and interested in the Luxury Hotels market
Want to work on a retained basis and sell exclusive solutions to your clients (you don’t have to be doing his now)
A fun and motivated person to have in the office

This company are really about delivering quick quality results to their clients, they have a well established name in
this market place. They are a smaller team of 4 however they are part of 2 other recruitment companies so they are
in an office of 50 buzzy recruiters. If you would like to step into retained work this would be a great step.
I look forward to telling you more. Please contact me on cheryl@gsr2r.com or cal 020 3889 1671

